Privacy Policy – The E-Type Press Limited
This privacy policy sets out how The E-Type Press Limited uses and protects any
information that you give to us when you use this website.
The E-Type Press Limited is committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. Should we
ask you to provide certain information by which you can be identified when using this
website, then you can be assured that it will only be used in accordance with this privacy
statement.
The E-Type Press Limited may change this policy from time to time by updating this page.
You should check this page from time to time to ensure that you are happy with any
changes. This policy is effective from 1st January 2020.
What we collect
1) When you browse our website we use cookies
Cookie Policy - How we use cookies
When you enter our website you are alerted to the use of cookies and asked to give your
explicit consent to accept cookies before proceeding to use our website. The Cookie
Consent Banner enables you to ‘accept all’ or to select ‘preferences’. If you select
preferences you can see the types of cookies being used on our website and partially accept
or decline them.
You can change your initial cookie preferences at any time when browsing our website, by
clicking on the Cookie Policy Button located in the webpage footer.
We use cookies to improve your experience when using our website. A cookie is a small file
which asks permission to be placed on your computer's hard drive. Some cookies are
necessary and stored on your browser because they enable basic functioning of the website.
Other cookies help us analyse how you use the website so we can respond to you as an
individual. We can understand your needs, likes and dislikes by gathering and remembering
information about your preferences. The cookies will only be stored on your browser if you
give us explicit consent to do so. If you opt out of some of these cookies, however, this may
prevent you from taking full advantage of the website.

We use a range of cookies on our website which fall into different categories, necessary
(e.g. for security), performance and analysis with a lifespan from session only to permanent.
To determine the exact cookies running in a specific session on our website use the Cookie
Policy button and select Preferences to see all cookies and accept or restrict them.
Examples of regular cookies we use are as follows
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Deleting cookies
Cookies are easy to delete but it depends upon which browser you are using.
For your particular browser you need to query how to delete cookies and follow the
instructions.
For example in Google Chrome select the Chrome menu > Preferences > Privacy and
Security to get access to Clear browsing data to remove cookies.
Or if using iOS on an iphone, you can manage your Safari browser cookies by going

to Settings > Safari, and then tap the option to “Clear history and website data”.

2) When contacting us via our website.
We ask for the following information on our contact form so we may respond to your query:
•
•
•

Name
Contact email address.
What do you need to know

We would only ask for Address including postcode and perhaps contact phone number if you
subsequently place an order with us.
What we do with the information we gather and how we communicate with you
We require this information to understand your needs and provide you with a better service,
and in particular for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

To respond to your initial query and keep you updated with the progress of an order
and for order dispatch.
For internal record keeping.
We may use the information to improve our products and services.
We may periodically send promotional emails about new products, special offers or
other information which we think you may find interesting using the email address
which you have provided but only if you have consented to further communications
from us beyond your current contract or order with us.

Transfer of data
Sending information over the internet is generally not completely secure, and we can’t
guarantee the security of your data while it’s in transit. Any data you send is at your own risk.

Controlling your personal information
We only collect personal information from you directly. We will not sell, distribute or lease
your personal contact information to third parties unless we have your permission or are
required by law to do so.
However we may send artwork to our third-party trade print partners where needed if this is
the most efficient or cost-effective means of production.
How we keep your personal information
We have procedures and security features in place to keep your data secure once we
receive it. We keep your personal contact information securely for the purposes of recordkeeping, order production and dispatch. We keep artwork files on our database to enable reprinting on demand at your request.
We are committed to ensuring that your information is secure. In order to prevent
unauthorised access or disclosure, we have put in place suitable physical, electronic and
managerial procedures to safeguard and secure any information we collect online.
Our company website is hosted on the Wix.com platform. Wix.com provides us with the
online platform that allows us to sell our products and services to you. Your data may be
stored through Wix.com’s data storage, databases and the general Wix.com applications.
They store your data on secure servers behind a firewall.
Your Rights
Under the EU General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) which came into force on
25th May 2018,
You have the right to access and correct the data we hold and seek clarification about how
we process your data and also to request restriction on use or deletion of the data we hold.
Your first point of contact is our Data Protection Controller who you may contact
by post as follows;
Ms. R. Biegel (Data Protection Controller)
The E-Type Press Limited
Lakeview Court, Wardington Manor,
Wardington, Banbury,
Oxfordshire OX17 1SW.
or by e-mail: studio@e-typepress.co.uk
or telephone 01295 758889

